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 The game was released for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 4, and Xbox One in August 2019. A free-to-play, futuristic first-
person shooter, Valorant features five different fictional universes with five different clan-based competitive modes, and a

survival-based "Horde" mode. The five "Universes" each include two game modes, along with twelve smaller maps. The game
was announced on 12 May 2019, with an initial release date of August 1, 2019. On 21 April 2019, it was revealed that Valorant

was set to be removed from Steam and would be available only through its own website, and its Steam page was taken down.
Additionally, the game was moved to the Epic Games store, and was removed from the Windows Store after the store changed
its payment policies. The game was released on the Epic Games store on August 1, 2019, and as of January 2020, Valorant has

over 100,000 concurrent players. Gameplay A player starts the game with a voice line, referred to as a "Shout", that can be
customized as the player progresses throughout the game. This shout can be played in any game mode, whether the player is
ranked, or when a player is creating a lobby to begin a game. Players gain resources through a points system. An individual

points system is used for all game modes except the "Survival" mode, in which players obtain in-game currency by playing. In
ranked matches, players can also gain points through a team-based points system which increases the ranking of the winning

team. A player can play ranked or unranked matches in any of the game modes. There are five game modes available in
Valorant. The game modes are known as "Universes", with each universe having two game modes. The game modes are

described below: Escalation The Escalation mode is set in the 'Cosmic' universe. The Cosmic universe is a galactic civil war-
based game mode. Players start with a small faction and grow through the game by increasing their numbers and acquiring

technology. There are two tiers in this mode. The first tier is the 'Revelation' mode, where players gain experience by being on
the winning team, and can earn 'Revelation' points by finishing matches. The second tier is the 'Endgame' mode, where players

fight to the death in order to gain the most victory points. There is a timer for the duration of the match 82157476af
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